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Abstract 
The key challenge today isn’t in manufacturing circuits but in programming the massively distributed system that will result from 
putting all the units together to manage daily huge amount of data with dimensionality factors depending on contexts. The use of 
the resulting information is even more critical. In the model for describing a particular context property, the domain of 
interpretation for the property represents the values that it may assume. Hierarchical Formal Concept Analysis (HFCA) models 
the world of data through the use of contextual objects and attributes (tags) structured in contexts.  To evaluate the significance of 
a concept in a context we compute the significance score and we learn high-dimensional binary feature vectors through the 
Neural Modeling Fields (NMF) algorithm. The adaptive evolution of context models describes dynamics with different 
complexity. Each dynamic mode is associated with a mode behavior, the set of trajectories that satisfies the dynamical laws of 
that mode in a context. A switching signal (an event) determines when a transition occurs between dynamic modes. Symbolic 
control of nonlinear systems is based on an approximate notion of simulation relation, a way of obtaining feedback control laws. 
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1. Introduction 
Cyber-physical systems (CPS) are characterized by a tight interrelation between physical aspects of the system, 
computational algorithms that control and guide the system, and communication between independent entities 
within the system. This tight relationship makes design of cyber-physical systems a challenging problem. We want 
to describe an architecture solution to manage a CPS with the fundamental support of a Big Data collected on 
internet and derived by smart objects. 
Nowadays  it is well known, the key challenge isn’t in manufacturing circuits but in programming the massively 
distributed systems that will result from putting all the units together to daily manage (collect, classify and use) huge 
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amount of data with dimensionality factors depending on contexts. This article represents an attempt to describe an 
experience in the construction of a CPS architecture integrated with Big Data aspects.  
The first part of the paper describes how to collect information from data depending on contexts and classifying 
with tags (par. 3). Data are collected from smart objects and from internet sources, then classified using tags 
associated to concepts; objects and tags are included in a context. 
The second part of the paper describes how contexts are the basis to manage and control a cyber-physical system 
(par. 4). A Cyber-Physical System (CPS) is an orchestration of computers and physical systems. Embedded 
computers monitor and control physical processes, usually with feedback loops, where physical processes affect 
computations and vice versa. 
2. The principles of relevant knowledge  
The evolving knowledge of the world, as described by Edgar Morin1, is a necessity and at the same it is a 
problem for all citizens, smart objects and organizations: how to gain access to information about the world and 
acquire the ability to articulate and organize? How to perceive and conceive the Context, the Global (the relationship 
all / parts), the Multidimensionality, the Complexity? To articulate and organize knowledge means a reform of 
thought. To address problems increasingly multi-disciplinary and multi-dimensional we need a new programmatic 
paradigm. The impact on CPS will be explained in the following definitions of Context and Multidimensionality, 
while Global and Complex will be the subject of other papers. 
2.1.1. The multidimensionality 
Complex units such as a human, a company or a smart object are multidimensional as human being, for example, 
is at the same time biological, psychological, social, rational. Communities or companies include historical, 
economic, sociological dimensions. The relevant knowledge must recognize this multidimensionality generating 
multidimensional data rather than isolate a part from the whole, but even the parts from each other; the economic 
dimension, for example, is permanently interrelated with all other human dimensions once a context is defined. 
2.1.2. The context 
Knowledge of the information is insufficient. We must integrate data in their context to take effect. Claude 
Bastien1 notes that "cognitive evolution is not oriented towards the implementation of more and more abstract 
knowledge but, on the contrary, to their commissioning context" and adds that "contextualization is an essential 
condition of effectiveness (cognitive functioning)".  
A Formal Context is defined as a set structure K := (G, M, I) for which G and M are sets while I is a binary 
relation between G and M, i.e. I ك G h M. The elements of G and M are called formal objects and formal attributes. 
(g, m) ę I, is read as the object g has the attribute m.  
A formal concept of a formal context K := (G, M, I) is defined as a pair (A, B) with A ك G, B ك M; A and B are 
called the extent and the intent of the formal concept (A, B), respectively. The sub-concept and super-concept 
relation is mathematized by:  
 
(A1, B1) İ (A2, B2) : :මය A1 ك A2 (֚֜ B1 ل B2).                                                                                              (1)          
 
A formal context is best understood if it is depicted by a cross table and concept lattice is best pictured by a 
labeled line diagram as the concepts lattice. This relation is referred to as a lattice, a partial set in which two any 
elements have both a least upper bound and a greatest lower bound. For a complete analysis of algebraic lattice read 
Grätzer6. The Hierarchical organization of Formal Concepts (HFC) models the world of data through the use of 
objects (smart objects or virtual one) and attributes (tags) depending on contexts. 
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3. Multidimensionality and tagging: data classification 
As described by Hak-Lae Kim3 the use of tags permits one to cluster big data by extracting tags associated to the 
data describing practices of agents. “Tag is not simply a keyword anymore but that there is semantic information 
around” especially if tag are associated with events or collection of events.  
The results of the empirical evaluation show that we can effectively define different collections of tags 4, 5. When 
individual tags are shared among different agents and used with other tags, they evolve into “social” tags related to a 
specific social context. Agents who use a common set of tags in a certain community can be viewed as a potential 
interest group given their tagging practices. This model can express relationships between tags and agents, it is able 
to identify, formalize, and interoperate a common conceptualization of tagging activity (situations) at a semantic 
level.  
We create conceptual clusters using Formal Concept Analysis (FCA), and then evaluate the significance of these 
clusters. Data extracted from internet or generated by smart objects are the sources to extract tag to associate to a 
context. 
Hak-Lae Kim3 associated group of tags to a context that it is possible to build formally considering tags as 
properties of contexts. We can calculate the significance score S(con) for a concept using the relative frequency of 
tags with the formula: 
 
S(coni ) = N-1 (i=nk=1F(citk)   (O(conitk)/ alltagO(coni))                                                                                   (2) 
  
where F(citk) is the frequency of tag tk in context ci , the O(conitk) is the number of occurrences of tag t in a concept 
that in temporal terms is a situation, O(coni) is the number of occurrences of tag t in a context. S(coni) is used to 
identify the relevant concept to introduce in a context. 
Objects and tags integrated in a context represents a situation that can be learned and recognized using  a 
cognitively inspired mathematical learning framework called Neural Modeling Fields (NMF).  
Using the approach of Roman Ilin7, we denote by D the total number of objects that exist in a context.  Each 
situation is characterized by the presence of Ns objects. When an event happens objects can be represented as a 
binary vector xn = (x1… xD). If the value of xi is one the object i is present in the contextual situation and if xi is 
zero, the corresponding object is not present.  
A situation model is a vector of probabilities ph = (pk1…, phD). Here phi is the probability of object i being part of 
the situation of a context h. Thus a situation model contains unknown parameters and estimating these parameters 
constitutes learning. The similarity between vector xn and model ph representing a situation h in a context is then 
given by the following formula (Duda8).  
 
l(n|h) = prob(xn|h) = 3i=1,…D (phi)xi(1-phi)(1-xi)                                                                                                           (3) 
 
We use the formula for the probability of binary vector xn as the measure of similarity between the binary vector 
and its model ph. In order to avoid numerical instabilities we impose limits on phi to always keep it above zero and 
below one. 
The model in a context defines the relationships between timed situations. The dynamic of a context is 
represented by the evolution in time of this model.  
4. Cyber-physical system and Switched systems 
A Cyber-Physical System (CPS) is an orchestration of computers and physical systems. Embedded computers 
monitor and control physical processes, usually with feedback loops, where physical processes affect computations 
and vice versa.  
Switched systems are a mathematical formulation that, integrated with the concept of context, permit to be an 
adaptable framework able to orchestrate computers and physical systems. Contexts permit the sharing of a bank of 
state-space representations (see Hespanha9, Liberzon10), together with a supervisory system determining which one 
of the modes is active. A CPS system can be modeled in order to permit the transitions between the different 
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dynamical regimes. Each dynamic mode is associated with a mode behavior and the set of trajectories of 
probabilities in a context that satisfies the predetermined dynamical laws of that mode. A switching signal 
determines when a transition between dynamic modes occurs. A trajectory must satisfy the laws of the mode active 
in the interval between two consecutive switching instants and, at the switching instant; the trajectory must satisfy 
gluing conditions. 
4.1. Basic definitions 
A  switched system  is a quadruple  = {P,F, S, G} where P = {1, . . . ,N} ؿ N  is the set of indices;  
F={B1, . . . ,BN}, with Bj ę Lw (set of behaviors) for j ę P, is the bank of behaviors; S = {s : E ė P | s is piecewise 
constant }, is the set of admissible switching signals generated by events;  
G = {(Gí(kėƐ)(t),G+(kėƐ) (t))  interfaces between contexts | 1 İ k, Ɛ İ N , k  Ɛ}is the set of gluing 
conditions between contexts. 
The behavior Bs is the set of trajectories Y in the situation set that satisfy the following two conditions:  
1) for all ti,ti+1 ę Ts (the set of switching instants) , there exists Bk ę F, k ę P such that Y [ti,ti+1)ę Bk,[ti,ti+1); 
2) Y satisfies the gluing conditions G at the switching instants for each ti ę Ts, i.e.  
G+s(ti) Y+[ti,ti+1) = Gís(ti+1) Y -[ti,ti+1). 
4.2. Symbolic control of nonlinear 
Switched Hybrid Systems have been introduced in order to describe systems possessing both discrete and 
continuous behavior. A CPS system has a dynamical nature that still poses many challenges and motivated us to 
focus on a particular class of hybrid systems where the software is synthesized as a control problem to be solved in 
conjunction with the synthesis of feedback control laws inside a specific context when a switching situation happens 
between contexts.  The system requirement applies to event driven physical environment integrated with 
multidimensional and hybrid data often without continuous behavior. 
Following Tabuada11 we construct a symbolic or finite abstraction of the control system in the form of a finite 
transition system in a specific context. Once switched to a specific context, synthesis of control software consists in 
the construction of generalized supervisors acting on the finite abstraction located in the context itself. This is 
obtained using Tabuada’s notion of approximate simulation relation. 
4.3. Approximate simulation 
The approximate notion of simulation is obtained from the existing exact one by relaxing equality between 
observations to bounded-ness with respect to a certain metric, Approximate simulations are completely 
characterized in terms of existing stability notions. This result immediately provides Lyapunov characterizations of 
approximate simulations and clarifies the relationship between bisimulation functions and standard Lyapunov 
functions (for the definitions and properties see Tabuada11).  
4.4. Finite Abstractions of Control Systems 
Synthesizing controllers for the original control system can then be done by using supervisory control techniques 
on the finite models and by refining the resulting finite controllers to hybrid controllers enforcing the specification 
on the original continuous control system.  Approximate simulations in the form of a transition system are used as 
abstract models for control systems. 
Definition: A transition system T is a quintuple (Q,L,G,Q,H) consisting of: 
• a set of states Q; 
• a set of labels  L; 
• a transition relation ; G QxRxQ 
• an output set O; 
• an output function H:QoO. 
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We denote a transition element by pol q where lęL.  
The transition system associated with a generic control system   is defined by T()=(Q,L,o,H) if exists a 
trajectory satisfying x(W, p, u)=q. The transition system in a specific context influences discrete transition and or 
forces discrete transitions depending on context conditions. 
In order to place conditions on the states of the system , it will be convenient to use a logic formalism. We 
define the closed language L(; P) induced by a predicate P  Pred(Q) to be: 
 
L(; P) :={wL()|(vw)G(p, l)޲P}                                                                                                                   (4) 
 
that is, the set of strings that are generated by   and leads us to a state which satisfies P through a path of states 
that all satisfy P and the marked language Lm(; P) induced by a predicate P (all processing is always related to a 
switched context). 
Definition of Reachability: For a given predicate P, a state q is reachable iff wL(ě,P)G(q, v)=q. That is, it can 
be reached from the initial state through a path of states that all satisfy P. 
Given a system , we can define in a context a  s that represents the desired system by design.  
Then for the common behavior of the CPS and the specification, the meet of p and s can be expressed as: 
 
Gmeet = meet (Gp; Gs) = Reachable states                                                                                                                (5) 
 
We assume that an approximate solution is applicable in Gmeet. We can define now the controllability: for the 
given p and ěs, P is controllable iff L (Gmeet; P) is controllable with respect to L(Gmeet). That is, at each state of 
Gmeet, a transition will lead us to a state that satisfies P.  
For the formal demonstration see Lemma 4.1.1 of Saadatpoor13. 
5. Examples
5.1. Heart rate monitoring 
A service for heart rate control is using a typical commercial smart object. A situation is described by a 
configuration of the form (Bill, Run, 101) saying that Bill is running with 101 average heart beats per minute (bpm). 
We can find on internet a pair (bpm, 82) with a maximum score as appropriate for the context “run in plain”. Then 
we want a status (Bill, Run, 16:00, 82) reachable with a rule: 
 
if (t ı82): (u & Run & t) o(u & Run & 82)                                                                                                          (6) 
 
This is reachable if the system operates to recommend Bill to slow down. 
 
5.2. Max Effort Zone monitoring 
An end-user wears a device to measure Heart-rate, Calories, Distance, number of Steps,  … Such data, collected 
via API,  qualify the type of context  the end-user is immersed in: In-Vehicle,  Biking, Still, Walking and Running. 
We instantiate the objects and formal attributes (g, m) ę I in a context K := (G, M, I) defined as a pair (A, B) 
with A ك G, B ك M; A and B are called the extent and the intent of the formal concept (A, B), respectively: 
  
(Steps, number of steps) 
(Heart-Rate, bpm) 
(Position, Latitude) 
(Position, Longitude) 
(Position, Accuracy) 
Ă 
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(Age, number of years) 
(Smoking, Y or N)  
Ă. 
 
If an event happens during a behavior Bj, a new behavior    is recognized measuring the number of steps, distance 
increase, etc.  Actual context is switched to a new context Running or Walking depending on the gluing conditions.  
Approximate simulations relate transition systems that will be used as abstract models for control systems. 
Transition systems capture the dynamics through the transition relation. Transition systems are used as an abstract 
representation of control systems. It is import to underline that initial states are derived from context data at initial 
time. 
Let ě be a control system during fitness exercises and T(ě) its associated transition system.  
Control of the end-user behavior is given in terms of limits for calories and hearth rate. Depending on time, we 
can obtain with T(ě) transitions the evolution of fitness and register in the context the new state for exercise 
frequency, intensity and duration.  
For example the exercise zone are monitored and if the heart rate zone VO2(max effort zone) is reached  an alarm 
is sent to the end-user. 
 
if (age ı40 & age<45) & (BPM>158 & BPM<175):  (Safe) o(Risk)޲[Alarm VO2]                                        (7) 
6. Summary 
Contextual modeling facilitates control system design. A control model captures the use of a CPS immersed in its 
contexts. Furthermore, external environment generates information input to architectural model. Smart objects or 
internet are sources of Big Data. Analytics utilize such information to populate some aspects of the system 
representation.  
Control laws are based on a discrete-time model of the controlled system: physical environment (i.e., controlled 
agents or smart objects) is integrated with cloud services. The resulting model enables closed loop system 
approximate simulation to evaluate closed-loop system performance. Violation of performance requirements would 
signal the designer to make changes in the architectural model to ensure satisfactory control performance.  
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